CHARGES:

Prints
- 8"x10" $18.00 (all reprints priced unmounted)
- 11"x14" $32.00

Digital Image $12.50

In some cases the Bisbee Mining & Historical Museum (BM&HM) may only be able to provide a 300 or less dpi jpg. If a higher resolution or different format is desired, please confirm with the Curator to guarantee availability. Most of the BM&HM’s negatives are 35MM copy negatives. If the image in the library catalogue is not sharp, the image on the copy negative will not be sharp. No manipulation or alteration of the digital image is allowed. All images must stay in their original form.

CD $1.00
Shipping/Handling (USA) $5.00 (larger orders may require increased fees)

Allow at least two weeks (plus mailing time) to fill orders.

FOR PERSONAL USE:
No extra fees charged.

PUBLICATION & COMMERCIAL USE:
Written permission from the Director/Curator of the BM&HM is required for publication.

It is understood that single, one-time use rights of the photographic images(s) are granted with each request. Multiple or electronic use of the photographic print(s) may be made only with written permission of the BM&HM Director/Curator. Copyright is reserved by the BM&HM. All historic images owned by the BM&HM are protected by copyright law Title 17 U.S. Code.

Credit will be given in the following manner:

Collection name (if applicable), Courtesy of the Bisbee Mining & Historical Museum.

In publications, credit will run immediately below the photograph or in the caption. In film, slide, or video usage, it will be given in the credits.

PUBLICATION FEES:

$15.00 Commercial use (per image) for print media
$75.00 Commercial use (per image) for electronic media
$100.00 Commercial use (per image) for book jackets or other multiple uses of a single image

Additional use fees may apply to large-scale or special projects and will be determined by the Director.